
AlgoLadder Campus Ambassador Program

Campus

Ambassador

AlgoLadder Campus Ambassador is an exciting opportunity to 

become a part of one of the fastest growing coding revolution 

in India. AlgoLadder is incubated & recognized by IIIT-

Allahabad. Being associated with AlgoLadder gives a head 

start in professional life with industry exposure. It's a 24-weeks 

program which aims at spreading the culture of Coding and 

Programming among the students across engineering colleges 

all over India. It will be a fun journey to get lot of rewards, get 

startup exposure, and learn from industry experts.

AlgoLadder



Roles & Responsibilities 

1. You will be allotted certain tasks on timely basis. You have to submit completion report.

2.  You will organize webinars, events, and sessions of AlgoLadder in your campus.

3.  Spread word about AlgoLadder through social media platforms in your social groups.

4.  Spread information about AlgoLadder courses which are designed by experts. 
     Referrals will help you get lot of incentives & cash rewards.

Rewards & Incentives  

1.  On successful completion, you will get AlgoLadder's Campus Ambassador certificate 
   which has high brand value. 

2.  Also you will get letter of experience mentioning your achievements if you perform 
exceptionally during this tenure of program.

3.  Opportunity to win monthly rewards, game rewards, and regular competition rewards. 

Rewards range from exciting gadgets to cool merchandise.

4.  Refer your friends. For every referral, you will get Rs 1000 cash and Rs 1500 worth 
discounts, coupon codes.

5.  Learn from industry mentors to ace your communication and interaction skills.

Eligibility Criteria:  

1. You should be pursuing engineering in any year.

2. You should possess good communication skills and should have great social skills.

3. You should be able to devote 4 hours per week for 24 weeks.

Join
To join Campus Ambassador Program,

contact Vasudha : +91-9311403334/ vasudha@algoladder.com
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